Consider the classical coupon-collector's problem in which items of m distinct types arrive in sequence. An arriving item is installed in system i > 1 if i is the smallest index such that system i does not contain an item of the arrival's type. We study the expected number of items in system j at the moment when system 1 first contains an item of each type.
Introduction
Consider the classical coupon-collector's problem with m distinct types of items. The items arrive in sequence, with the types of the successive items being independent random variables that are each equal to k with probability pk, Ek=l Pk = 1. An arriving item is installed in system i > 1 if i is the smallest index such that system i does not contain an item of the arrival's type. Let UJ, j > 2, denote the number of unfilled types in system j when system 1 first contains an item of each type. Foata et al. [2] and Foata and Zeilberger [ 1] , using nonelementary mathematics, obtained recursive formulae and generating functions for E[UT] for the equally likely case, where pk = 1/m. In Section 2 we derive, using basic probability, the recursion and a closed-form expression for E[Uj] for the equally likely case. The general case is considered in Section 3 where an exact expression and bounds for E[Uj] are determined. Comments concerning computation, as well as a simulation approach, are also presented in Section 3. 
The general case: Poissonization
In the general case, we suppose that each item is of type k with probability Pk, Lkml Pk = 1. To analyze this case, let us start by assuming that, rather than stopping when system 1 is filled, items continue coming forever. Suppose also that successive items arrive at times distributed according to a Poisson process with rate 1. Under this scenario, the arrival processes of the distinct types are independent Poisson processes, with respective rates Pk, k = 1, ..., m. Because 1 -P(Ak) denotes the probability that there have been less than j type-k arrivals when system 1 becomes full, we obtain upon conditioning on the arrival time of the jth item of type k that 1 P(Ak 
